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National Tribal Water Council and EPA 
Monthly Conference Call 

February 18, 2015 
2:00-3:30pm 

EPA East Room 2369B 
Call in number: 1-866-299-3188; Conference Code: 3189708 

 

Agenda: 
1) Introductions 
2) Update from prior NTWC call  
3) CWA 319 Case Studies and the Tribal Nutrient Strategy  
4) USET Natural Resource Committee Report out  
5) Webinar on the SDWA Dashboard  

 

 
Felicia Wright kicked off the meeting at 2:08 p.m. EST. 
 
1) Introductions 

 
Name Tribe/Organization 

Ken Norton, NTWC Chair Hoopa Valley Tribe 
Steve Terry United South and Eastern Tribes 
Shaun Livermore Poarch Creek Indians 
Alex Cabillo Hualapai Tribe 
David Fuller Port Gamble S’Klallam Tribe 
Denise Jensen Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska  
Eric Morrison Douglas Indian Association 
Pamela Blasdell INDUS Corporation 
Sheena Kennedy ABC 
Felicia Wright EPA - OW 
Stephanie VonFeck EPA 
Marjorie Copeland EPA 
Nancy Arazan EPA - OWOW 
Jonathan Binder EPA - OECA 

 

2) Update from prior NTWC call – Ken Norton, NTWC 
Ken provided an update of the last hour’s call.  It focused on two components: 

a) NTWC’s Interaction as a partner with the NTC budget development for FY2016 and had 
robust discussion about the NTWC’s priorities and engaging with the NTC with those 
priorities and a recommendation of budget requests for the different CW and SDW Act 
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programs.  Much of those requests are on the same platform as previous requests with the 
SW and SDW tribal set asides keeping it at the 2010 funding level or increasing the 
allocation in meeting the needs in IC for ANVs.   

And put on an overview of the WC interaction with the NTC in regards to a January 14th 
call where the WC made a presentation to the NTC and discussed priority areas on how 
to engage with the NTC, moving forward with their budget recommendations.  Our next 
interaction with the NTC is March 5th where we will refine our priorities and 
recommendations for the different allocations to meet needs in IC and ANVs. 

b) The second part of the call focused on the face to face April meeting.  The group 
discussed developing an agenda with priority areas and who would we like to engage in 
within the office of water and within other media programs such as AEIO to discuss GAP 
guidance.   GAP is being discussed and is under scrutinization under many RTOCs, 
Region 9, 10, 5 and 6.  This is a priority discussion.   Administrator GM response to the 
tribes will be part of the main discussion.  There was a significant discussion on how the 
partnership with tribes and EPA is not being fulfilled.  This will be priority discussion in 
April. 

 

The NTWC plans to narrow down 4 -5 topics for the senior staff. 

 Set Asides CW and SDW 

 Direct Allocations to Tribes 

 Nutrient Strategy 

Felicia will work with Ken and Steve to sketch out the agenda with these topics. 

Felicia noted she put in meeting request with senior managers for 9 – 12 a.m. on April 22, 
2015. 

 

3) CWA 319 Case Studies and the Tribal Nutrient Strategy – Nancy Arazan, OWOW 
Following OW’s meeting with the USET Natural Resources Committee on status and next 
steps for the Tribal Nutrient Strategy, Nancy and the NTWC will plan next steps.  

Discussion on Tribal Nutrient Strategy Workgroup efforts and the NPS program’s efforts 
to help compile information using tribes’ annual end of year reports to EPA, and 
potential other sources. Information could be similar to that found in the NPS Success 
Stories (http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/success319/), as well as information that 
grantees typically provide for the tribal 319 competitive grants (For example, see p. 23 of 
FY15 RFP: http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/tribal/upload/tribal-rfp-FY15-final.pdf). 
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Nancy met with OST and with Michael Bolt, Steve Terry, Tom Wall, and AWTD. 

The meeting covered how different offices can be helpful to the Nutrient Strategy in 
contributing information and resources.  The NTWC will compile and post this 
information to their website. 

EPA agreed to compile success stories and case studies of tribes using 319 funds with 
base or competitive grants to support tribal nutrient projects and most of this information 
is housed in the region.  Nancy developed a general template that she was going to send 
to our 319 tribal coordinators.   

Steve noted Denise Jensen had concerns about identifying the amount of money that went 
to the project.  Nancy explained many of the non-point source programs leverage 
additional funds outside of 319 for their projects most of the time with NRCS. Nancy is 
fine with not asking for a specific amount of money.  

Nancy will discuss with Denise offline and address her concerns before sharing the 
template with the regions. 

Steve noted the NTWC would like to share the template with the regions and feel it 
would be better if the template came from the NTWC with a cover letter.  Steve will 
work with Nancy on this this week. 

Action: Nancy will provide Steve with a list of the tribal 319 contacts.  It will be sent out 
to all regions that have tribes. 

 

4) USET Natural Resource Committee Report out – Steve Terry 
Felicia asked for Steve to provide a report out of the USET Natural Resource committee 
meeting.  Steve noted that with regards to the technical assistance and training and 
certification programs that appears OW will want to look to see if they can put some funds 
aside for tribes rather than compete nationally.  Whether this can be done or not is another 
question. 

Steve thought it was a good meeting. Everyone was fully engaged and the meeting was 
productive. 

The NTWC will meet face to face with Ken Kopocis first time in April.  Steve relayed that 
when the USET Natural Resources committee met with KK he was fully engaged.  Felicia 
was pleased with the meeting and noted KK has asked follow questions for that meeting.  
There were a couple of things Felicia noted as were targeted 
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 Certifiable Environmental Labs onsite in MS (Region 4 didn’t have guidance on how labs 
can get certified onsite) Michael Bolt brought this topic. 

 Idea that for the Tribal Nutrient Strategy that USGS had donated a monitoring station for 
the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians – they were looking for funding to cover the O&M 
of that station (any funding if GAP could not cover). 

 Training and Technical Assistance 

 Setting Next Webinar for SP-14 (b) with the water council. 

 Penobscot (related to main decision and support for tribal subsistence fishing) 

Steve expanded on the Penobscot issue.  All the main tribes are under a settlement act with 
state of Maine, where the state has jurisdiction over the main tribes.  Maine had asked EPA 
to allow them to have jurisdiction on WQS specifically in the Penobscot River.  EPA ruled 
that because of the settlement agreement the state of Maine had jurisdiction over the WQS 
but they must meet the subsistence needs of the Penobscot people for eating fish.  Maine has 
to upgrade their WQS so the people of Penobscot can eat the fish in the river.  Tribes saw this 
as a lost on the first part but win big on the second one for the Penobscot tribe.  Felicia noted 
this was a huge significant precedent setting step for EPA as well. 

 

5) Webinar on the SDWA Dashboard – Jonathan Binder, OECA  
This webinar invites both the NTWC and National Tribal Caucus to learn about the draft 
SDWA Dashboard before it is made public.  During the webinar, EPA will demonstrate 
Dashboard’s navigation and Indian country features, and take any questions and comments.  

For the webinar go to https://epa.connectsolutions.com/sdwadashboard/ and call 1-866-
918-0772, access code 469-162-746-1# 

To preview the Dashboard, please visit the EPA Water, Air, and Hazardous Waste 
Dashboards at http://echo.epa.gov/trends/comparative-maps-dashboards/state-air-dashboard. 
For questions, contact Ken Harmon at harmon.kenneth@epa.gov or 202-564-7049 

 

 


